
ETTORE® PROFESSIONAL
Scrubbers & t-bars
Ettore’s popular washers have extra heavy synthetic pile, double stitched seams, and sewn ends. 
All the scrubbers fit securely on the t-bar using special Velcro® tabs and a slip-on elastic internal 
collar for a tool in harmony with the elements.

golDen glove™
This durable, heavy-pile synthetic scrubber features double-sewn  
end seams for long life.  Velcro closure allows for easy removal and 
installation on the straight t-bar (included).  An excellent choice for 
frequent use.  

porcupine
As its name attests, the Porcupine features spikes of scrubbing bristles 
mingled with synthetic pile for truly dirty jobs. Caution: Do not use on 
tinted film windows.

Durasleeve™
The Durasleeve scrubber is a favourite among professionals due  
to its thick, synthetic pile and durability.

t-Bar
The t-bar channel is grooved to hold and release 
water as the tool glides across the window. The t-bar 
pivot model rotates and has aluminum tubes to keep 
the tool light and manoeuverable in corners.

microfiBre
Clean on a microscopic level; let the microfibre do the dirty work. 
Microfibre picks up five times its weight in water and yet dries fast  
between uses. 

description 10 in. 14 in. 18 in. 22 in. pack

Golden Glove, complete 36910 36914 36918 -

6

t-bar only 37610 37614 37618 37622

t-bar pivot - 37814 37818 37822

Golden Glove refill 37010 37014 37018 37022

Durasleeve refill - 38014 38018 38022

Porcupine refill - 37414 37418 -

Microfibre refill 40010 40014 40018 40022
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Handles & channels
ETTORE® PROFESSIONAL

The Master and Quick Release handles from Ettore are the industry standard by which all other 
window cleaning tools are judged. The Pivot handle is a next-generation tool: good for getting 
into tight corners with ease and grace.

Brass WinDoW sQueegee hanDles
Perfectly-balanced, weighty brass handles for frequent or professional 
use.  Available in different configurations to meet the requirements of 
the job at hand.  See table below.

handles item pack

Master 36500 12

Quick release 36501 12

Pivot 36550 12

Pre-loaded brass channel with rubber

Pre-loaded stainless steel (SS) channel with rubber

channel/rubber 8 in. 10 in. 12 in. 14 in. 16 in. 18 in. 20 in. 22 in. pack

Brass channel / rubber 36508 36510 36512 36514 36516 36518 36520 36522
12rubber only 36608 36610 36612 36614 36616 36618 36620 36622

SS channel / rubber - - 39512 39514 39516 39518 - -

accessories item pack

brass clips 36600 1 (12 per pack)
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Master ■

Quick release ■ ■ ■
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Brass clips provide the necessary 
tension and hold the rubber blade 
within the channel. 
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